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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

When Ideology Overrules Science

To the Editor:
It is with some reluctance that I report behavior that is more sug-

gestive of ideological denialism than scientific interest in the truth. 
Why reluctance? Because some readers may see this report as mere 
gossiping, but I don’t think it is, which hopefully will become clear in 
the following paragraphs.

Over the past few years this Journal has published contributions by 
anesthesiologist Gerald Woerlee and by me in collaboration with Ti-
tus Rivas, M.A., M.Sc. The topics we addressed were important cases 
involving apparently non-physical veridical perception during near-
death experiences: the denture man case and the Pam Reynolds case 
(see Smit, 2008, 2012).

The debate in these articles and letters was vigorous and, as usual, 
did not result in a definitive conclusion. Neither of the two adversaries 
gave in. But that was not the end of the debate. It continued in various 
forums on the Internet, the most prolonged one as a result of Woerlee’s  
review on Amazon.com of Chris Carter’s book Science and the Near- 
Death Experience : http://www.amazon.com/review/R2C2V8J3JMO8Q1/ 
ref=cm_cd_pg_pg2/192-5626793-6199444?ie=UTF8&cdForum=FxN
PU9ZANWBS7C&cdPage=2&asin=1594773564&store=books&cdTh
read=Tx1XK00VD3J08DQ#wasThisHelpful 

I urge readers to go to the two-star review and read its comments. 
At the time of this writing I see that the number of forum posts has 
gone up to 1562! My last (and final) post was #1401 because I be-
came convinced that further debate of the facts of the case would be 
fruitless.

I won’t bring up again the denture man case but will focus on the 
discussions Woerlee and I and others had about Reynolds. I limit 
myself to Woerlee’s prime postulation that Reynolds had anesthetic 
awareness (AA) during the operation and that she thus could have 
heard what was going on in the operating room. His discussion part-
ners made it clear to him that, even if she had AA, she could not 
have heard those conversations, because modules had been inserted 
into her ears that, in one ear, emitted 100 decibel clicks at a speed of 
11 per second while, in the other ear emitted white noise; the clicking/
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white noise modules were exchanged every few minutes to avoid hear-
ing damage from the clicks. Not only were those modules, which had 
been molded into place and then taped over, noise-damping enough to 
exclude most of the external sounds, but the 100 decibel clicks would 
have been too overpowering and distracting for Reynolds to listen to 
sounds occurring in the room. 

Woerlee denied all that. He postulated that Pam would have sim-
ply ignored (as he called it, “neurally filtered out”) those horrible 
sounds. As a former sound technician, trained by Philips Electronic 
Industries, I made it clear to him that such “neurally filtering out” 
was sheer nonsense: Nobody can ignore such ghastly sounds as those 
clicks. But all to no avail: Woerlee went on believing that he was right. 
In the course of these discussions it became clear that not only had 
Woerlee never interviewed Reynolds herself about her experience but 
also that he had never contacted her neurosurgeon, Robert Spetzler.

Two participants on the forum where this discussion took place, 
then decided to take action. The first one, I, emailed Spetzler and 
asked him a straightforward question: Could Reynolds have expe-
rienced anesthetic awareness? He replied promptly: “She was under 
EEG burst suppression which is incompatible with anesthetic aware-
ness.” He signed “rfs” (Robert F Spetzler). EEG burst suppression 
means that she was effectively flatlined, that is, no detectable brain 
activity, as should be the case during an operation. If she were expe-
riencing normal sensory awareness of sound or anything else, it pre-
sumably would have registered on the EEG—but Spetzler, who was on 
the scene, reported no EEG activity whatsoever.

The second forum participant, who does not want his name to be 
revealed in this Journal, asked Spetzler whether Pam was flatlined 
during the famous exchange between Spetzler and the female vascu-
lar surgeon who wanted to access a vein in Pam’s groin. (The female 
surgeon said, “Her veins are too small.” Spetzler answered, “Try the 
other side.” Following the surgery, Reynolds reported having heard 
this exchange during her near-death out-of-body experience while she 
was anesthetized, with the ear modules in place, etc.) To this ques-
tion, Spetzler answered with an unequivocal: YES. Once again, if she 
had been hearing through normal physical means, not only would her 
hearing the conversation have registered on the EEG, but even moreso 
the loud clicks and white noise would have registered—but Spetzler 
was emphatic that her EEG was consistently flat.

How much clearer could Spetzler have been? 
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We reported these exchanges with Spetzler to Woerlee. What was 
his response? We had asked the wrong questions. In the ensuing con-
versation, Woerlee insisted that Reynolds must have had AA, no mat-
ter what Spetzler had said. 

So Spetzler was the lead surgeon who was present throughout 
Reynolds’ operation and who had direct access to the data from it—
and those data showed, according to researcher Michael Sabom, com-
plete brain inactivity from not just EEG monitoring but two additional 
brain monitoring procedures (Janice Holden, personal communication, 
March, 2013). Yet, Woerlee  who had never been there, who had never 
ever talked to Spetzler about this case, insisted that he knew better. 
From the perspective of scientific scholarship, I consider his position 
indefensible and his insistence on it inexcusable.

At this time of writing this Letter, I received assistance from an 
unexpected source.

On Woerlee’s own website he had referred to an article in AANS Neuro - 
surgeon by Eben Alexander III, “My Experience in Coma” (http://
www.aansneurosurgeon.org/210212/6/1611).

Therein, Alexander related his now well-known near-death expe-
rience (NDE). It was followed by a number of comments, and one of 
them came from neurologist Ernst Rodin. His was a highly critical but 
truly fair comment.

On the basis of that article and subsequent Rodin comment, Woer-
lee wrote to the other forum participant: “The persons who disagree 
with me are generally converts to the belief in the literal reality of 
NDEs. Furthermore they are generally not anesthesio logists or sur-
geons. Any anesthesiologist reading the story of Reynolds comes to the 
same conclusion—a person who consciously hears what she reported 
was simply awake under anesthesia.” (In other mails and posts—too 
many of them to mention—not directly pertaining to the Reynolds 
case, he also referred to neurologists, such as Rodin and, of course, 
Kevin Nelson—who would agree with Woerlee’s assertions).

As for unequivocal acceptance by all anesthesiologists regarding 
Woerlee’s ideas, this is not true. For example, Jean-Jacques Charbon-
ier, a French anesthesiologist with 30 years of experience, wrote me 
a letter. He openly expressed belief in a continuation of consciousness 
after physical death, and he based his stance on NDE and out-of-body 
experience research. He has written five books about the afterlife 
(most recently 2012). In an email to Guy Van der Linden, a promi-
nent member of IANDS Flanders, Charbonier stated his rejection of 
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Woerlee’s ideas about the Reynolds case. Apart from that, we asked 
Rodin what he thought of the responses from Spetzler regarding our 
two questions. These were his unequivocal answers (personal commu-
nication, October 28, 2013). Regarding Woerlee’s contention that all 
NDEs can be explained through physiological processes, Rodin said, 
“I believe that NDEs are subjectively real experiences for which we 
have at this time no explanation.” Specifically regarding the Reynolds 
case, contrary to Woerlee’s contention that all anesthesiologists and 
neurologists would agree with him that Reynolds’ experience can be 
explained physiologically, Rodin said:

Your conversations in regard to Reynolds with Spetzler are interest-
ing and I agree with him that what happened with Pam, defies expla-
nations. I also agree that EEG burst suppression is incompatible with 
ordinary consciousness so I don’t know what happened there. 

Another amazing observation I do not want to neglect to report.  
As I (Smit, 2012) wrote in a previous letter in this Journal:

So how Reynolds could have become habituated to these hor-
rible sounds, and then under such dire circumstances as her life-
threatening surgery, is beyond my comprehension. I am particularly 
perplexed when I consider that Reynolds was a musician, a singer / 
songwriter whose life was devoted to beautiful, harmonious music. 
Whereas Woerlee alleged that “it is very reasonable to conclude that 
she may have been conscious at the time” (p. 15), heard through nor-
mal means, and habituated to the clicking sounds, I believe that if 
she had heard those horrible sounds, she would have gone mad on the 
operating table—and certainly would have remembered and reported 
the traumatic aural experience. . . . (p. 189)

Woerlee (2013) did me the honor to respond to this letter on his 
website. He copied part of my letter and followed it with his response:

Smit claims Reynolds would have gone mad on the operating table if 
she had heard these sounds. The answer to this is evident. Reynolds 
did not go insane as a result of these sounds, nor was she rendered 
deaf in one ear as a result of these sounds. After all, subsequent to her 
operation, she continued her musical career. The same applies to all 
operations performed in the Barrow Institute. If people become deaf 
and insane due to these sounds, then many hundreds / thousands of 
patients treated at the Barrow Institute will have departed cured of 
their aneurysms, but insane, and deaf in one or more of their ears. Did 
this happen—NO. This is a case of “get real”—these stimuli, while un-
pleasant to normally conscious persons, are insufficient to induce sig-
nificant hearing damage, and insufficient to cause insanity. (Woerlee, 
2013)
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When I read the above, I was truly stunned. Woerlee apparently 
took my statement as a literal truth: “Smit claims Reynolds would 
have gone mad on the operating table if she had heard these sounds.” 

It appears that Woerlee does not understand the power of the hy-
perbole. Of course I did not literally mean that Reynolds would have 
actually gone mad, out of her mind, insane, or whatever. It was an-
other way of saying that such sound would have enormously irritated 
her—and if she had heard those irritating sounds, she certainly would 
have recalled and reported them, which she never did—an absence 
that further supports that she was not “hearing” with her ears. Yet 
Woerlee focused on a very literal, concrete aspect of what I said and 
failed to grasp the actual point I was making. 

At that point, I decided that it was and is a fruitless exercise to have 
discussions with Woerlee, so I ceased communication. From these dis-
cussions I have learned that Woerlee, apart from being a hardnosed 
skeptic (which he proudly confirms), is also a denialist driven by ideol-
ogy rather than by science. 

Rudolf H. Smit
Goudplevierstraat 87 

8043 JJ Zwolle 
The Netherlands 

rhs@rudolfhsmit.nl
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